ASTRONOMY SITES AND RESOURCES
FOR CONSTELLATIONS AND DEEP SPACE
This page is pretty self-explanatory. If you want to go for information on subjects outside the solar
system the links for web pages can be found here.

Ancient
Astronomy
Resources
Constellation
Mythology

Links and resources about
ancient astronomy
worldwide

Ian Ridpath’s site,
focusing on classical
mythology and the stars.

Deep Sky
Observer’s
Online Database

This is especially useful
for observers in the
southern hemisphere. A
collection of web pages
about deep sky observing.

In-The-Sky.org

The Henry
Draper Star
Catalog

The old standard of star
catalogs. But this site gives
actual photos and complete
info by constellation.
Largely for the northern
hemisphere.

MidnightKite

Links to
Astronomy
Software

Just about any sort of star
charting software one
could want. PDF star
charts. Freeware,
Shareware and
Commercial.
List of physical sites of
archaeological significance
that feature astronomical
observational features.
There are more of them
than we might think. Links
to web pages.

List of Ancient
Astronomical
Sites
List of
Observatories
Worldwide

List of the roughly 2000
recognized observatories
worldwide. Coordinates
and links. Good for
discovery charts and data.
Updated nightly.

Complete Lists of
Stars by
Constellation
Messier Deep
Sky Catalog
The New General
Catalog
Star Chart
Software

Star Tales from
Worldwide

The most complete listing
of stars I have seen for
each of the 88 modern
constellations.

Online catalog of the 110
Messier objects with
photos and descriptions,
along with credits.

The NGC of Deep Sky
Objects. History, links,
databases,
acknowledgements, photos
Freeware, for Windows,
Mac or Linux. One of the
best programs I have used
for star charts. Epoch can
be set to any date, CE or
BCE. Many Options.
Site that features Richard
Hinckley Allen’s classic
work, Star Tales, Their
Lore and Meaning.
Indexed by constellation.
Also extensive cross
referencing and
astrological info.

